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6+ years of IoT brilliance complemented by 40+ 
years of innovation excellence.

ABOUT IOTIQ

IOTIQ prides itself on crafting exquisite, wireless 
smart home automation solutions that transcend 
mere functionality. Our commitment to advanced 
technology seamlessly integrates with opulent 
smart solutions, elevating the ambiance of every 
home environment. With meticulous attention 
to detail, we deliver unparalleled satisfaction, 
enriching our clients’ everyday lives with a touch 
of luxury. All this, with the best cost-effectiveness 
guaranteed.
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WHY IOTIQ?

Comfort

Convenience

Secure

Seamless Integration

Ease of Installation

Reliable

Energy Efficient

Voice Commands

Affordable Remote Access
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ONE PLATFORM TO CONTROL EVERYTHING
Your comfort is just a single touch away, the IOTIQ app supports both iOS and Android platforms. We keep rolling out 
regular updates offering you a well designed user interface and seamless user experience.

App Features

Appliance Control

Media Control

Curtain Control

Home Safety

Scenes

Energy Management

Climate Control

Voice Control

Surveillance & Security Control

Lighting Control

Integrated with and

Seamless Integration

Voice Commands

Remote Access
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CONTROL YOUR HOME
WITH A TOUCH
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SMART SWITCHES

Experience a new level of convenience with 
our cutting-edge Smart Switches. Seamlessly 
manage your home’s lighting, appliances, and 
more with just a touch. Welcome to the future 
of effortless living. Switch to Smart with our 
exquisite range of Touch Switches. Upgrade to 
IOTIQ without any changes to your existing wiring.

Intuitive Touch 
Interface

Energy 
Optimization

Wi-Fi Enabled

Hassle-free 
Installation
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LIGHTING CONTROL

Illuminate Your Lifestyle. Transform your home 
with precision lighting control. Create the perfect 
ambiance for any occasion, whether it’s a cozy 
movie night or a vibrant dinner party. Enlighten 
your world, one touch at a time.

Hey Siri! Turn on Lights

Dimmable
Lighting

Scene
Presets

Hue Control

Remote
Access
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CURTAIN CONTROL

Harness the power of sunlight with our 
Curtain Control system. Effortlessly adjust 
your curtains to let in the right amount of 
natural light. Your home, your way, every 
day.

Open / Close 
Curtain

Scene Presets Remote Access

Voice Control
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APPLIANCE CONTROL

Take charge of your appliances with ease. From 
T.V to Geysers, our Appliances Control makes 
your life simpler and smarter. Enjoy more free time 
and less hassle. All your home appliances can be 
controlled with a single automated platform.

Appliance
Monitoring

Smart Home
Integration

Remote
Activation

Voice
Control
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AUTOMATIC  GATE CONTROL
Enhance your home’s security and curb appeal with Automatic Gate Control. Safeguard 
your property and welcome guests effortlessly. Control access, enjoy peace of mind. 
IOTIQ’s range includes automation systems that perfectly combine functionality and 
customisable options for gates, sectional and overhead garage doors.
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experience A home 
that intuitively 
senses and responds
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MOTION SENSOR

Our motion sensors take care of both 
automated lighting and security solutions. 
This sensor is suitable for washrooms, 
passages and staircases. Save electricity 
by automatically turning off lights when not 
required. These sensors can trigger a siren 
and send notification of movements inside 
your home, providing a secure environment.

Enhanced 
Security

Alarm 
Notification
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SMOKE SENSOR

These Smart Smoke Sensor are Continuously 
vigilant against smoke and fire hazards. It 
can swiftly alert you with notifications and 
a piercing siren, ensuring swift action. With 
their exceptional sensitivity, our smoke 
detectors guarantee the utmost safety for 
your living space.

24 Hours 
Monitoring

Enhanced 
Safety

Instant 
Notifications

Powerful 
Siren 
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GAS LEAK DETECTOR

Ensure the safety of your home with our 
smart gas leak detectors. Detect and 
prevent potential gas leaks, keeping your 
family and property secure. Receive push 
notifications immediately on your phone, 
in case of gas leaks to take evasive action. 
The sensor has an alarm built in and works 
offline as well

Enhanced 
Security

Works 
Offline

Live 
Notifications

Alarm 
Notification
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Protect What Matters 
Most: SOLUTIONS That 
ENSURES YOUR SECURITY
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smart lock

Say goodbye to fumbling for keys. IOTIQ’s Smart 
Door Locks help you fortify your home with ease. 
It has an inbuilt Finger-Print sensor and a touch 
keypad for coded locking. Our Smart Door Lock 
offers keyless entry options such as Touch, NFC, 
Mechanical key, and mobile app access. 

One-touch 
Easy Open

Door lock 
status view

Burglar-proof 
alarm

Unlock history
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SMART cctv

IOTIQ’s Smart Home CCTV Kits give you the 
peace of mind that your home is securely 
protected by allowing you to check in when you’re 
out. View your home from anywhere at any time 
via a smartphone, with the cameras providing 
enhanced night vision for clear images, even in 
poor weather conditions.

1080p Live 
Remote Monitoring

2-Way 
Communication

Wide-angle 
Coverage

Night Vision
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VIDEO DOOR PHONE

Never miss a visitor again. Elevate your 
doorstep with our Video Door Phone, creating 
a welcoming and secure entry experience to 
your visitors and guests. You can also see, 
hear and talk to visitors at your main door. 
Capture images, snapshots and much more 
for ultimate-peace-of-mind.

Two-Way 
Communication

Motion 
Detection

Snapshot 
Function

Remote 
Monitoring
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INTRUSION ALARM  SYSTEM

Our Intrusion Alarm systems are the fortresses 
of your home. Detect, deter, and defend 
against unwanted intruders.

Rapid Alerts

Armed Away 
Mode

Powerful Siren

Seamless 
Integration
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a Sanctuary 
of Balance & 
Connectivity
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MESH NETWORK

Revolutionize your home’s connectivity and unlock 
the full potential of your smart devices. With our 
Mesh Network, every room becomes a hub of 
connectivity and convenience. Say goodbye to 
the buffering frustrations, dropped video calls, 
and slow downloads.

Seamless 
Connectivity

Reliable 
Performance
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INTERCOM SYSTEM

Our Intercom System brings effortless 
communication  and  security   to  your   fingertips. 
It’s about more than just convenience; it’s 
about creating a home where your loved ones 
are always within reach. Embrace the future 
of connected living with our Intercom System, 
where communication is brilliantly simple.

Instant 
Connectivity

Two-way 
Communication

Customized 
Alerts

SD Card 
Support
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HOME THEATRE

Elevate your leisure and redefine your 
concept of relaxation. It’s time for the 
ultimate cinematic experience. Get the 
complete immersive experience with 
our customized designs for long hours of 
entertainment. Your comfort is our priority.

Audio & Visual 
Excellence

User-Friendly 
Controls

Seamless 
Integration
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Been using IOTIQ automation from two months. 
I’m very much satisfied with there product. There 
system is working flawlessly. The support team are 
very responsive and have resolved my doubts on 
priority. Special mention to Vinod and his team for 
their relentless efforts and timely attention.

The best home automation you can get. The 
lighting scenes they create are amazing. Alexa 
integration with their Mobile app was done very 
smoothly and works very well. Thanks to Sai 
and team. Thank you team for making our home 
extraordinary.

IOTIQ Home Automation is amazing. The Switch 
panels looks very good. The scenes makes our 
home feel classy. Raviteja was very supportive on 
every call and took care of all the installation and 
service. I recommend IOTIQ to everyone to make 
their home smart.

I have been using IOTIQ Automation at my Villa for 
Six months now.  Professional Team, High Quality 
Equipment, Definitely Value for Money. Last but 
not the least their impressive user friendly App and 
their Service. Would definitely recommend them.

OUR CUSTOMERS ABOUT IOTIQ

- Abishek Goud - Ajay Krishna

- Vihaan Kumar - Mounika Guntuka
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READY TO LIVE
THE SMART LIFE?
Connect with us today!
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IOTIQ INNOVATIONS PVT. LTD.
A Group Company of ACS Technologies Ltd. 
Email: support@iotiq.co.in 
www.iotiq.co.in

Corporate Office 
Level 7, Pardha’s Picasa, Madhapur, Hyderabad, India - 500081 
Phone: +91 8984684689

Vizag Office 
38-11-17/1/1, 2nd Floor, Reliance Fresh Down Road, 
Murli Nagar, Sector-6, Visakhapatnam, India - 530007 
Phone: +91 8912552207


